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Sock it to ‘em ladies !!

Ladies winning team in Ireland
The boys did okay too……...see race report on p19
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Ruminations
Well the year is well and truly underway with some fantastic performances already (both competitive
and non-competitive—see Johnnie Watson’s Tour of Yorkshire report and Kirsten’s ‘One year on’).
As it is the 40th Anniversary of the FRA there will be discounted places at the presentation this year;
with CVFR already staking a claim on the medals it would be great to see a bumper turn out at the ‘do’,
so without wishing the year away put a date in your diary for November, it’s always lots of fun. If you
don’t like the format and have suggestions for change please feed back to Graeme Woodward who will
in turn feed back to the FRA committee who have asked for comments: graemewoodward@hotmail.com.
There are many who may not know Graeme, but as a stalwart of the club (founder member?) and level 3 Fell
Running Coach (one of only 2 such coaches qualified in the UK with the current curriculum) it can be said he
has ‘been around the block’ so to speak. Graeme is very keen on support of the junior section and also on
encouraging the local community to come along and get involved - a worthy principle, but one which requires
considerable input to achieve. The committee have touched on this debate with no satisfactory conclusions
having been drawn, as fell running can be a relatively ‘selfish’ sport which appeals to those who just want to ‘get
on their shoes and run’ to avoid the hassles of the day job!
Graeme said ‘All I'm trying to do is to build the sport and the club long term and appreciate that a lot just want to
run, but I think that’s short sighted and is reflected in the age distribution & retention profile of both the club and the
sport.’
What do you think?

Please feed back on the forum, to the committee (verbally at pack runs or by email/tel.) or directly to
Graeme, who can provide his funding bid for those who wish to see and hear the full debate.
Meanwhile, keep on running………………..Clare Kenny
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Dates Pen-ding…………..
LDWA

Fell Races

Bike races
Committee Meeting
Other

CVFR Committee
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Mens Capt
Ladies Capt
Club Coach
Membership
SheepSheet Ed.
Publicity Officer
Equipment Off.
Statistician
Web Officer
Junior Co-Ord.

Bill Johnson
Jo Porter
Barbara Lonsdale
Karl Gray
Jo Waites
Graeme Woodward
Thirza Hyde
Clare Kenny
Jason Stevens
Shaun Godsman
Bill Johnson
Alistair Morris
Alistair Whitelaw

watchcave@hotmail.com
01422 881312
gojopogo@hotmail.com
01422 316194
Barbara_lonsdale@tiscali.co.uk 01535 647703
karlgray@hotmail.com
01274 428049
Jowaites99@hotmail.com
01422 842915
graemewoodward@hotmail.com 01422 885185
Thirza.dave@virgin.net
01422 343736
ckenny@lancswt.org.uk
01706 211468
sgodsman22@aol.com
watchcave@hotmail.com
alistairmorris@mac.com
bigal@firenet.uk.net

01706 816198
01422 881312
01422 845806
01422 882145

Committee Meeting:
If you have any questions to raise come along or email the Secretary prior to the meeting.
Meetings generally take place in the Shoulder of Mutton after a pack run, everyone welcome,
remember ‘this is your club’ and your views are encouraged.
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Runner Profile - Thirza Hyde
How did you get into fell running?
Well the same way as Karl ... my hubby Dave. He
took me out on a little run to see if I liked it and we
ran up from Midge Hole climbing up the Calderdale
Way to Heptonstall and he wouldn’t let me stop!!!
Nice gentle introduction!! He wanted me to come
down to the club but was making sure I was up to the
task. I knew then I loved that challenge of getting up
that hill and that fell running was for me. Little did I
know at that time that it would become a major part
of my life and a sport I still love.
Who is your most inspirational fell runner?
Well I know this might be a bit odd to pick one of
your club mates but it’s got to be that Old Slapper
Sally Newman. What Sal has achieved as a fell
runner is amazing and she has been consistently
good for years winning her category in the British and
English champs ... under a lot of pressure that she
puts on herself to perform well. She gives it her all.
With Anne Johnson (another inspiration and mileage
monster) and Sally joining a few years ago this helped
massively in propelling CV Ladies to the winning,
happy team that you see now; and they can both bake
great cakes!!!!

Do you do any cross training - cycling, swimming,
weights, gym work, pilates

I’m a keen cyclist. Both off and on road. My skills off
road aren’t great as I don’t have great balance. I never
really rode a bike properly until my early teens. The
road biking compliments my fell running and helps to
build my wee muscles up for the climbs. We had a
great ride on the Yorkshire Dales Cycleway this year
Favourite training run / race
with a group from the club and hope to repeat
I love running round Ogden Water and over the moors something similar this year. I can swim but I’m pretty
there towards the Luddenden Valley. I never get bored crap at it so I tend to give this one a miss. It’s only
with my own back door as it’s a lovely place to live and interesting when there’s a nice young man to follow up
run in.
and down the lanes!
Preferred hill food, recovery food
On a long race I’ve had people laughing at me with my
jam butty in my hand while I’ve been doing a walking
climb up a steep hill in the Lakes. But they work. It
was my mate Steve Houghton that suggested I try this
as it worked for him and it does for me as well. I love
bananas too but usually eat them before I run ... they
make a mess in your bum bag if you take them to eat
on a run … that little black squashed thing never looks
all that appetising then. After a race I just like to put as
much back in as I can with butties, pasta you know all
the usual kind of things but I really enjoy washing it
down with a well earned pint of real ale. Magic!!!

What are your aspirations
I want to keep running, stay injury and illness free and
to see the club go from strength to strength.
Favourite music
I love a lady musician called Bonnie Raitt. Most of you
probably have never heard of her but her voice makes
the hairs on my neck stand up!!! A good bit of rock
and roll to dance to never goes amiss either. As you
are probably aware I’m SHY on the dance floor!
Favourite restaurant around Calder Valley

Best bit of kit / preferred shoes
I prefer running in Montrails. I’ve only got little feet …
opposite size to my gob I know. I’m limited in the
shoes I can find. Just treated myself to a Haglof,
Gortex jacket and it’s bloody gorgeous. Actually it’s
too nice for running in.

East View in Halifax at the minute. I’m a veggie and I
just adore curry but funny most of my mates never
want to share a room with me afterwards. Mmmmm
wonder why that is!

Worst experience fell running
One of my worst experiences fell running was racing
Buttermere Sailbeck after a week of sickness and the
runs. Not a good idea at all as I was so dehydrated
and had no energy before I even started racing. For
anyone that has raced this tough but fantastic race
you certainly need plenty in the tank. I walked slowly
across the finish line and was never as glad to stop as
then.

www.cvfr.co.uk
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Race Results
Rombalds Stride 6th February
Having always claimed not to be a long distance
specialist Jo Waites is proving otherwise this year with
wins in The Hebden and Rombalds Stride already
secured early in the year. Watch this space……..
Although LDWA events are reputed not to be races
don't be fooled; those at the sharp end don't stop to
sample the tea and cakes (their mistake maybe).
1
Graham Pearce
2.38.31
16
Jo Waites
3.17.37 1st Lady
19
Paul Biddulph
3.24.43
60
Craig Worley
3.56.41
71
Sean Casey Tod H’s
4.02.06
100 Mark Hetherington
4.13.48
119 Phil Jones
4.30.23
Apologies if I have missed any other CVFR runners.
Race Report 27/28th Feb - Jason Stevens
Noonstone
Fell runners from far and wide gathered in Calderdale
to compete in the Noonstone fell race, which is the
first of six races that comprise this year’s English Fell
Running Championship. This Todmorden Harriers
organised race has proven to be a popular national
choice in recent years, probably because it is one of
the toughest races in the area.
The race route starts on the road at Mankinholes
before a long grassy climb to the summit of Caldwell
hill. From there runners take a steep muddy descent
to London Road before a long climb straight up to the
local Stoodley Pike landmark. The race then drops to
Withins Clough Reservoir where it crosses a stream
at Lower Buck Stones. Runners must then make their
way through some really heavy ground over Higher
House Moor visiting three checkpoints in turn before
they pick up the Pennine Way to return to a
shuddering descent of Caldwell Hill and a fast sprint
along a track to the finish.

Such is the strength in depth of the Calder Valley
ladies, they were able to compete with some notable
absences too and still finish in first place.
Helen Fines, Sally Newman and new mum Gayle
Sugden finishing in 7th, 10th and 19th places to give
the ladies a great start to their defence of the national
title. Fastest lady of the day was Altrincham’s
Olivia Walwyn who ran close to the Ladies record to
take first place from Scunthorpe’s Emma Clayton.
Results:
Shaun Godsman: 70.14;
Gavin Mulholland: 74.03;
Alex Whittem: 76.25;
Jonathan Emberton: 81:25;
Bill Johnson 81:56;
Graham Hill: 86:51;
Dave Austin: 92:12;
Stephen Grimley: 93:00;
Brian Horsley: 97:15;
Mark Wharton: 100:21;
Manhar Patel: 102:30;
Linda Murgatroyd: 105:33;
Philip Jones: 109:40;
Sharon Godsman 113:19;
Andrew Thorpe: 117:51

James Logue: 73.50;
Stephen Smithies: 76.18;
Steven Oldfield: 77.02;
Chris Standish: 81:30;
Helen Fines: 85:06;
Sally Newman: 87:14;
Gayle Sugden: 92:25;
Phil Scarf: 95:12;
Martin Whitehead: 98:31
Darren Sugden 102:18;
Jackie Scarf 104.08;
Tony Steward 106:50;
Thirza Hyde: 113:07;
Gail Tombs: 113:41;

Well done folks.
I may be wrong, but I reckon that:
Our ladies team were 1st at Noonstone
(Helen, Sally, Gayle).
Our men were 3rd
(Shaun, Gavin, SteveS, Alex, James or SteveO)
Our lady vets were 3rd (Sally, Jackie, Linda)
Our male vets were 2nd if James counts for us,
otherwise 5th
(SteveS, SteveO, Jonathan, James or me)
Great stuff !!
Cheers, Bill

A large number of Calder Valley’s Fell Runners
entered this local race to do battle with the very best
of Britain’s fell running fraternity. Performance of the
day was by Calder’s very own Shaun Godsman who
had a fabulous run to finish inside the top ten.
Godsman made some very good route choices in the
unmarked section over Higher House Moor and at
one point was in second place behind British orienteer
and eventual winner Matthew Speake of Dark Peak
Fell Runners. Some of the fastest men in the land
managed to catch Godsman in the final run-in, but
Godsman still managed to take some notable scalps
to record his first national top ten finish.
With the first fifty men scoring points, James Logue
running for Calder Valley for the first time had a
brilliant run to finish 24th, with Gav Mulholland close
behind in 26th. Steve Smithies and Alex Whittem also
collected double figure points, which was enough to
give the men 3rd team behind Dark Peak and
Ambleside. With Karl Gray and Ben Mounsey
sidelined through injury, this was a great run by the
men as they set out to emulate the recent successes
of the Ladies.
www.cvfr.co.uk
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The Yorkshire Dales Top 10 - Johnnie Watson

Left: Sunrise on swarth Fell
Above: Johnnie on last summit,
Ingleborough (taken by Thirza)
The Yorkshire Dales top 10 is an 80 mile route with about
7,200m in climb; it takes in the 10 highest peaks in the
national park. I got the idea for the route from a book of the
same name by Brian Smailes. I had run the route before but
over two days, with an over night bivvy near High Seat.
This was training for the SLMM a few years ago. As the
team I entered into this year’s High Peak Marathon didn’t
get a place I found myself with a free weekend, so thought I
would give it a go in under 24 hours. I decided to start and
finish in Horton, and asked around but nobody fancied it so
did it solo unsupported.
I set off from Horton on a cloudy Saturday afternoon; first
top was Pen Y Ghent. The steps up were clear of ice and
there wasn’t a great deal of snow on the top. I dropped
down the back of Pen Y Ghent and straight over Fountains
Fell. My route then took me via Arncliffe and Kettlewell,
heading for my second top of Great Whernside. Much more
snow here, there was snow on the ground from about the
scout hut onwards. The sun had set, the sky had cleared and
the temperature was dropping very quickly. The climb up
Buckden Pike (3rd top) was a slog, the snow hadn’t frozen
solid yet, so I trudged up with my legs going through the ice
every few steps. Upon reflection this was my low point.
I ran through Hawes at about 01:30, very quiet and still!
The moon came up as I started up Great Shunner Fell (4th),
the top is a desolate place on a good day. The temperature
had dropped enough for the snow to freeze solid all the way
to High Seat (5th). This section was a fantastic, such a still,
cold, quiet and clear night; I could see the light of what I
think must have been Middlesborough in the distance.

cyclist, the first person I had seen since Pen Y Ghent. He
said he was envious that I had run through the night, I
thought he had a right to be as it was such a good night to
run through. The climb up to Crag Hill (7th) and Great
Coum (8th) went slow, but they are really the same hill with
only a flat ½ mile between tops. This left me only 2
descents and 2 ascents over Whernside (9th) and
Ingleborough (10th). I had well over 5 hours left but still felt
the need to push.

It was turning into a lovely day and Whernside was
predictably busy. It was nice to turn my map reading side of
my brain off and just enjoy the last few hours. The zig zag
path up Ingleborough was a wall of ice with only other
people’s toe holes to put your feet in. This was the only
time when I thought a fall could have been serious. Thirza
and Dave were on the top enjoying a good day, I chatted to
them for a while as I had almost 3 hours left. I trotted down
feeling pretty good considering, taking my time and
enjoying the sun. I finished in a time of 22 hours 33
minutes. I felt I had been very lucky with the weather so
early in the year. The good visibility meant navigation was
not really a factor. My diet of pork pies, nuts, sweets and
chocolate and been easy to eat and keep down. All in all a
good day out.
Start, Horton in Ribblesdale 16:32
Peak 1, Pen Y Ghent
17:10
Peak 2, Great Whernside
20:35
Peak 3, Buckden Pike
22:28
Peak 4, Great Shunner Fell
03:38
Peak 5, High Seat
05:01
The sky started to get light as I came down from High Seat Peak 6, Swarth Fell
07:02
and the sun was up by the time I got to the top of Swarth
Peak 7, Crag Hill
10:55
Fell (6th). At this point the route turns roughly south and
Peak 8, Great Coum
11:05
starts heading for Horton, This would have given me a lift if Peak 9, Whernside
12:09
I had needed one. I had had a good last few hours and I was Peak 10, Ingleborough
13:41
in great sprits, I was eating well and feeling strong. The
Finish, Horton in Ribblesdale 15:05
only niggling doubt was the clock and the whole 24 hours
thing.
Total distance 74m/11880’ search for it under
There are a couple of semi long road sections before Dent; www.mapmyrun "yorkshire dales top 10"
these were even Ok in the morning sun. I chatted to a
JOHNNIE
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Race Results
all the best
James

Race Report 8th March - Jason Stevens
Calder Valley’s annual club championships kicked off
with Sunday’s Chew Valley Skyline fell race. The race
was last run in the year 2000, so Calder members
were queuing up to participate in this rarely staged
event. This tough long race takes place in the
countryside overlooking the Saddleworth Moor
reservoirs and is 13 miles long with 2000 feet of
ascent.
At the sharp end of the field, the elite Calder men
resembled an American collegiate cross-country team
as they ran together for much of the race putting a gap
between themselves and the rest of the chasing field.
The Calder men worked hard to stay with race leader
and former Todmorden Harrier Sean Willis of
Saddleworth, who just managed to out-sprint Calder
Valley’s Gavin Mulholland to win by only 17 seconds.
Club colleague James Logue finished in third place
and less than a minute behind. Calder’s Adam Breaks
was unable to stay with his club mates as the race
reached its later stages and as he works his way back
to race fitness. Current club champion Steve Smithies,
who had led the team effort for much of the race,
dropped down the field after coming a cropper on a
perilous descent. Further back, Martin Whitehead
made a strong early bid for the handicap championship
as he continues to show a big improvement from last
year, although Mike Wardle also put in a good
performance.

title, leaving the other ladies toiling and in trouble.
In the men ‘s race, current English Vet champion and
living legend Ian Holmes of Bingley Harriers cast a
spell on the rest of the field as he ran clear of Pudsey’s
Richard Pattinson and Todmorden’s Jon Wright to take
the title for the second year running. Calder Valley’s
Richard Crossland marked his Calder debut with a fine
run to finish 2nd Vet 50.
(CVFR Results: Jo Waites: 1:18:42; Gary Fleet:
1:19:49; Richard Crossland: 1:21:15; Paul Biddulph:
1:23:17; Robert Dobson: 1:23:54; Chris Standish:
1:33:30)

In the ladies race, Calder’s Sally Newman utterly
dominated proceedings to finish half an hour in front of
the next lady.
CVFR Results:
Gavin Mulholland: 2:05:17;
Adam Breaks:
2:11:18;
Lee Shimwell:
2:27:39;
Andy Clarke:
2:32:45;
James Mosley: 2:46:31;
Graham Lloyd: 2:56:22;
Ben Davies:
3:10:51;
Gillian Wibsey: 3:41:58

James Logue: 2:06:06;
Steve Smithies: 2:24:44;
Sally Newman: 2:29:06;
Mike Wardle: 2:36:31;
M Whitehead: 2:55:59;
Claire Hanson: 3:06:35;
John Riley: 3:30:10;

Race winner Sean Willis, with Steve Smithies, James Logue,
Adam Breaks and Gavin Mulholland in pursuit

Saturday brought some of Calder Valley’s fellrunners
to Pendle Hill to compete in the Half Tour of Pendle fell
race. The circular route starts in Barley and climbs to
the summit of Pendle Hill before a number of
undulations take competitors to the infamous
Geronimo descent into Ogden before the run in back to
the finish. Pendle Hill is famous for its association with
witches on broomsticks and it was Calder Valley’s
Women’s captain Jo Waites who swept away the rest
of the field with a dominant display to take the ladies

www.cvfr.co.uk
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Six Trigs Round - 28m
Around 10 Calder Valley/Todmorden Harriers
completed the 28 mile 6 Trigs as a group run on
Sunday 7th March - taking in an additional Trig
(standing stone hill) to make it a magnificent 7.

Thanks for coming everyone. A lovely night's running
in some of the nooks and crannies of the valley with
tricky decisions and some careful navigation on the
mix of large scale, detailed orienteering maps and
standard OS.

Starting at 06.00am from Heptonstall the route is
mostly on unmarked routes across open moorland
This is as remote as it gets around Calderdale, in the
18 miles between Bridestones and Sheepstones there
are only 2 road crossings. The group stayed together
running at a decent pace over the distance.

If you liked the orienteering elements and fancy some
more, why not have a look at the local EPOC
website ...
www.eastpennineorienteering.org.uk
...or talk to me; Phil and Jackie Scarf; Graham Lloyd;
James Williams and Sarah Noot; James Logue or
Simon Bourne- who all should know a thing or two
about it.

What is the 6 Trigs?
A moorland-ridge loop linking Trig Points:

If you are wondering what we got up to I'll pin up a
map on the board at the MCC.

Bride Stones (GR 932268)
Hoof Stones Height (GR 913291)
Boulsworth Hill (GR 930357)
Stanbury Moor (GR 978357)
High Brown Knoll (GR 009303)
Sheepstones (GR 014278)

Thanks to Jo and Mary for soup and to Nick and Gavin
for control help.
Jonathan
Results of night score event below. Congrats Bill.

The route includes the high moorland of Black
Hameldon, the Boulsworth Hill plateau, Crow Hill and
the Alcomden Stones, Top Withens and
Oxenhope Stoop, and High Brown Knoll.
Night Score event - Tues 9th March
Name(s)
1Bill Johnson
2Steve Hunter
3Phil Scarf
4Jackie Scarf
Barbara Lonsdale
5Tim Brookes
6Graham Lloyd
7Carl Greenwood
Dave Beels
8Ben Crowther
9Al Whitelaw
Jack Page
10Sean Godsman
Sharon Godsman
11Dave Collins
12Ben Frechette
James Moseley
12Nick Murphy
14Tim Hayles
Carl Davison
15Ruth Lund
Mats Lund
16Jo Porter
Jason Stephens
Dog
17Tom McClelland- Thomas
18John Riley
19Linda Hayles
Clare Hanson
20Kirsten Airley
21Neil Croasdell
22Andy Goodspeed

Class
M
M
M
Pair

James Mosley wrote:
Thanks Jonathan for a great night.
A great effort all round and thanks for organising.
Do you have the recipe for the soup.....?! A real triumph

Time Points Penalties
83
135
87
135
92
135
-4
88
125

Total
135
135
131
125

Prizes
Male

Pair

M
M
Pair

90
86
87

125
115
115

M
Pair + Jun

98
81

140
105

Pair

83

105

105

M
Pair

81
83

95
95

95
95

M
Pair
Pair
Pair

83
85

95
95

95
95

80

85

85

Pair +1

87

85

85

Dog

Jun
M
Pair

81
87
98

75
70
95

75
70
70

Jun

F
M
M

68
84
90

65
65
30

65
65
30

Female

www.cvfr.co.uk
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115
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Race results
Noonstone

9m / 2300’

27.02.10

And here we go again!!!!
The first of the English Championship races was on our
own doorstep at Tod – Noonstone … or Slogstone as it
is kindly known. A nine miler over rough terrain that
sets off from Mankinholes straight up the hill side, with
423 others, made it a busy start. You hit the rocks on
Caldwell Hill and then run back down to join London
Road. Up to the Pike now where plenty were spectating
and it’s at this point I wished I wasn’t so gobby and that
so many people knew me. I wasn’t running at my best
… all the usual excuses… I won’t bore you with them
but at least I did finish the race. Over the rough terrain
and bog up to your a*se down to Withens res. With a
good bit of running it was down to cross the stream and
the long hard slog over the moors to the Two Lads. I
thought I saw Sharon here!!! But was I imaging it!!! This
is tough rough going on peat bogs and no real path and
it carries on til you get to CP3 at Warland Res. And yes
it was Sharon who just couldn’t be ar*ed racing and
was waiting on me to catch her up for a chat (Oh Shaz
club captain Jo won’t be chuffed at us enjoying ourselves when we should have been trying!!! Ha Ha) On
now to the steep descent before the final slog up Jeremy Hill and the descent through more peat bogs and
tussocks back to the finish. I did some of this descent
on my bum in the snow!!! I was still smiling at the end
but I knew I was going to work hard before the next
race. Great team results on the day … I was so slow I
missed getting a bit of Helens cake. I will get a bit the
next time though!
Thirza
CVFR Results: Shaun Godsman: 70.14; James Logue:
73.50; Gavin Mulholland: 74.03; Stephen Smithies:
76.18; Alex Whittem: 76.25; Steven Oldfield: 77.02;
Jonathan Emberton: 81:25; Chris Standish: 81:30; Bill
Johnson 81:56; Helen Fines: 85:06; Graham Hill:
86:51; Sally Newman: 87:14; Dave Austin: 92:12;
Gayle Sugden: 92:25; Stephen Grimley: 93:00; Phil
Scarf: 95:12; Brian Horsley: 97:15; Martin Whitehead:
98:31; Mark Wharton: 100:21; Darren Sugden 102:18;
Manhar Patel: 102:30; Jackie Scarf 104.08; Linda Murgatroyd: 105:33; Tony Steward 106:50; Philip Jones:
109:40; Thirza Hyde: 113:07; Sharon Godsman
113:19; Gail Tombs: 113:41; Andrew Thorpe: 117:51)

Ladies 1st Team
Lady Vets 3rd

Chew Valley
13m / 2000’ 07.03.10
James, Gav, Steve and Willis battled it out until about
half way with me about 25 metres off pace, as I caught
the leaders near a steep banking to a stream we all
negotiated it differently, many people had cuts and
scratches to show including my cut hand and Lee
Shimwell’s cut knee. But Steve fell heavily into the
stream suffered a dead leg and battled on well to finish.
The route is a classic skyline where spectators can see
much of the race unfold from the Registration, two main
ascents with a lot of ridge running and moorland slog in
-between.
Conditions were perfect, clear sky’s so visibility was
perfect, little wind, although paths on the skyline were
still covered in pack ice/snow. Over half of course
seemed to be over open moorland which was hard going in places. I went badly wrong having stopped to
take a drink on board I lost the front three and drifted
left contouring round a hill when should have dropped
right.
But the final descent off the final check point was horrendous heather/gorse covering big boulders, glad I
wasn’t racing hard by then! Before a last ascent through
a plantation near the end. Willis pulled away from Gav
and James on this stretch and Gav out did James on
the last section down to finish.
Good runs from Mike Wardle top 40 therefore last person to get a t-shirt! And Sally carrying her weeks shopping on her back! Andy Clarke made a welcome return
and Lee Shimwell showed continued improvement. Ben Davies also made a competitive return after
8months, think we may have won the men’s team prize
if there was one?
Adam Breaks

Men 3rd Team
Male Vets 2nd

Mmm how am I going to shake him off then!
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Windmills Whizz 7m / 800’

13.03.10

….and they are off
Claire Hanson of Calder Valley Fell Runners won a
seven mile trail race from Ogden reservoir on Saturday. Competing in the annual Windmills Whizz race,
the 31 year old powered around the rough and muddy
route in 48 minutes and 54 seconds. She beat her
nearest rival, Kate Archer of Ilkley Harriers by just four
seconds. Claire also had the satisfaction of leading her
clubmates to victory in the team race. With support
from Gillian Wisby and Caroline Shimwell, the Calder
women took home a haul of chocolates.
The men’s race was won by Ilkey’s Tom Adams who
clocked 37 minutes and 15 seconds. His time was just
two seconds outside the course record. Halifax Harrier
Ben Crowther took a well earned third place, Todmorden policeman Jon Wright won the veteran’s prize in
fourth place. Calder Valley’s Adam Breaks led the way
for his club in fifth, one ahead of team mate Steven
Smithies (2nd veteran). Halifax man Andy Thorpe was
third among the veterans in 11th spot.

Allan
Greenwood

From the archive…………..
The photo and Adam's comments on the Halifax Beacon Hill Fell Race got me digging in my old running junk.
I did the race in 1985 and 1986 and Jack Maitland won both times. I must be somewhere on the photo, probably out of view in the trees down near the road. Jack did 9 mins 53 secs in 1985 and I did 13 mins 40 secs. I
have attached the route map and the Courier report from 1985 also.
It was 1.5 miles and 500' and the start time was 3.00pm, and was organised by Halifax Harriers. Peter White
who some of you will know was the organiser. Peter was subsequently a member of CVFR for many years. It
was part of the Round Table's May Day at the Piece Hall charity event.
The race was very fast with a lot of road and an uphill finish to the Piece Hall, but the pain was soon over.
John Riley
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Chew Valley too………..
The Chew Valley Skyline race made a welcome return
to the calendar after an absence of more than ten
years. Saddleworth Runners host the race which takes
in fourteen miles or so of picturesque countryside,
weaving its way around the moors above Greenfield
and Uppermill. The scenery could easily be mistaken
for that of our own Calder Valley, and perhaps feeling
at home, the red and white stripes were out in force.
A field of 118 took part and assembled at the
boating club adjacent to Dovestone Reservoir. The
first tricky hurdle of the day was a particularly zealous
kit check. The somewhat pedantic marshall would've
been at home in the Hitler Youth and initially refused
me entry for not having any food in my bum bag.
When I advised her that I was going on a run not a
picnic, she struggled to see the funny side, and sent
me back to the boat hut for a Mars
bar. Suitably furnished with said 'food', she then let me
through to join the thronging mass at the start.
Up top, the red and whites were well represented with Gav Mulholland, James Logue, Steve
Smithies and Adam Breaks keeping Sean Willis of
Saddleworth company as the race unfolded. On a glorious winter morning, the field set off with a gentle trot
around the reservoir to get the legs going, then tackled
the near vertical ascent up the rocky Alderman's Hill
and onto the moor above Uppermill.
The Calder crew were leading the way but were
being kept in tow by Willis as the field stretched out
across the marvellously named Diggle Rake. Then
after about 4 miles the route takes a rollicking drop
down Ox Rake Brow towards Greenfield Brook, a descent not dissimilar to the famous 'Geronimo' hill on
the Pendle Tours. Super-vet Steve Smithies forgot to
throw the anchor out as he came whizzing down and
took an early bath in the chilly waters - picking up a
dead leg in the process and scuppering his chances of
glory.
As ever, what goes down must go up, and
once the brook has been safely negotiated, the other
side presents you with a brutally steep clamber up a
mixture of snow and ice patches, taking you back on
the moor top, this time above Greenfield, and towards
the checkpoint at Ashway Stone.
Much of the heavy snow of previous weeks was
still on the ground, the cold temperatures ensuring its
resistance. This was proving a tough test for many
runners, with each step presenting an uncertain

gamble as to whether the snow pack would gratefully
hold your weight, or mischievously give way under
foot, sapping vital energy. Several runners were heard
to moan 'F**ing snow' in anguish, as their footing
plunged knee deep into the drifts. Making short work of
the tricky conditions were the aforementioned Calder
quartet, and the red and white blur known as Sally
Newman who was cutting a swathe through the field.
After a great run at Noon Stone, Sally was again on
fire and was easily the fastest lady on show.
Over the back of Chew Valley moor and the aptly
named Blindstones, the route seemed to go on for
ever as runners searched vainly for the trig point that
marked the furthest part of the race. With no paths or
trails to follow, this caught several runners out and
again showed the value of sound navigation. Further
navigation was needed to find the final check point as
the route coursed back round above
Dovestone Reservoir along Wimberry Moss. Several
of us tagged on to a Saddleworth vest and followed
him across the sparse terrain. Yet more bleak moorland, punctuated by impish snow packs was ahead,
and it was bizarre to see exhausted runners scattered
all across the moor, like startled freaks from a disaster
movie, each taking their own route towards the last
descent. This offered the choice of a prolonged route
around the edge, or a hair-raising plummet through
shin deep heather, studded with rocky till that was only
to keen to trip the careless runner.
No doubt benefiting from local knowledge, Sean Willis
held off a valiant surge from Gav Mulholland to take
victory in a time of 2:04:49, with James Logue in third
and Adam Breaks in fourth - a superb return for the
club and easily giving them the team trophy. Sally
Newman cruised home in a brilliant time of 2:29:06 to
take a superb 27th place, and all will welcome the
points towards the club championship.
The general view was that the course was excellent,
and offered a stiff challenge in that awkward 14 mile or
so category. The scenery is stunning and Saddleworth
put on a fine event with some good grub and a brew
afterwards in the boat house. It's hoped that the race
will return again next year and let's see if we can get a
CVFR win!
Jim Mosley

www.cvfr.co.uk
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Missive from Sue Mitchell
Have only raced once recently at Kielder and was 3rd,
which I was really pleased about as I haven't done that
much running of late. (Lots of walking in the snowy hills
and Xc skiing with the dogs).
I am working part time for a company called Gear for
girls in Wooler and really enjoying it. They specialise in
outdoor clothing for women and have a shop in Wooler
and a huge online ordering business too. They do
proper stuff. North Face, Mountain Hardware, Mountain
Equipment, Icebreaker etc. I love it as it's what I'm
interested in and know about and the days are non stop.
www.gearforgirls.co.uk

Haworth Hobble 33m / 4400’

13.03.10

This race was conceived as a 32 mile pairs event but if
you look at the results in recent years you'll notice
a big increase in single runners. The fastest are clocking just over 4 hours! The race now starts and finishes
at Howarth Primary school. It heads out to Top
Withens, Widdop, Hurstwood, then skirts above Tod,
up to Stoodley and back via Heptonstall, Top o Stairs
and Pennistone Hill. There are refeshments on route,
but where as the last time I did it [4 years ago?] you
could get hot dogs, tea, buns, sandwiches etc this time
there was only biscuits, squash and dry hot cross buns
[which I think must have been left over from last years
event]
Too be honest I should have carried more food coz I
got a bit hungry. The sun came out somewhere over
Tod [is that usual?]as we all kept to a steady jog..
Linda M and partner [a BG aspirant] left me for dead,
so I hung around with Jason + Jo and Charlie Boyce
and Pete B most of the way. Phil turned up on his bike
at Hardcastle Craggs and gave me a welcome tow
[don't tell the organisers] up one hill. Annoyingly I finished a couple of mins over 6 hours but lost the plot at
the finish and ran down the cobbles trying to find the
finish with Charlie and Pete. Not sure we got the right
path over Penistone either. I blame the organisers 6 fig
Grid refs which I'm sure were not accurate!! Jo + Jason
were 2nd mixed pair [Jason acting as Jo's manager did
a great job] Simon Bourne was 10th and Bill Johnson
16th Linda Hayles, Neil Croasdell, Philip Jones, Chris
Godridge and Lance Parker finished in one piece too!
Jackie Scarf

Coiners
Junior Championship 3rd May
Once again this year the junior Coiners race has been
selected as part of the English Championship 6 race
series which is an honour as well as a huge responsibility. Last year we carried it off very well indeed and I
am hoping that we will be able to make it just as successful this year. I am aware that various races within
the championship caused some concerns and questions and also a bit of upset but not ours. I also know
that the reason this was the case was the huge commitment so many people showed to helping organise
and marshall. I cant remember exactly but I think there
were over 300 juniors taking part which does take a lot
of sorting. We are going to run everything as we did
last year in terms of routes and timings and marshalling as it worked. Ther may be some tweaks we make
with oter stuff for instance it would have been nice if we
could have supplied drinks and some food so we will
look at how we can do this. The easiest way may be to
get ina "van" so if anyone knows someone who has a
hot food van then let me know.
So preamle and sweet talking over with what I am looking for is people to volunteer to help out. If you are able
to marshall or help in anyway on May 3rd then please
let me know, i know its the weekend of Coniston which
may rule some folk out but honestly all offers of help
will be very gratefully received.
I do try to encourage parents of juniors to get involved
and help in fact we have marshalled Reservoir Bogs
last year with only parents helping out as I realise there
are a lot of demands on members to help but with this
being an English Champs race I think its important that
folk with a bit more fell savviness are involved. I will get
parents to do various duties as well.
Cheers
Alastair

Not quite according to plan!
After umming and arghing about whether to do Lads
Leap (including cancelling my lift then getting another
sorted at 1am) I really screwed up. I got up at 9am
had some breakfast and made my way down for a lift
at 9:30 only to realise after standing around for 20
minutes that the clocks had gone forward.
Anybody else screwed up this morning???
Tom
NB. Think that makes you another contender for the
Wally of the Year award Tom (Ed)

www.cvfr.co.uk
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Haworth Hobble (aka Wuthering Hike) by Bill
When I first did the aptly-named Hobble, 10 years or so
ago, I “ran” it in Walshes since at the time I didn’t know
you could do an off-road race in anything else. But
there’s a lot of hard surfaces on the route, and 32 miles
of sore knees and worn down studs later I vowed never
to do the race again.
Universal Law #1: vows of “never again” have a short
lifespan. So a few years later I was lined up for the
start of the race again. This time though I was wearing
road shoes. While it was still painful, at least my knees
didn’t feel like they’d had the red-hot poker treatment.
Then two years ago Anne and I were first mixed pair.
Universal Law #2: any race in which you do really well
jumps to the top of your list of favourite races.
So I was looking forward to it again this year. Anne
hadn’t recovered fully from her calf injury so I entered
solo.
For several years the Hobble started and finished at
Penistone country park, but more recently it has
reverted back to being based in Haworth (as it was
originally), so it’s slightly longer than a few years ago.
The official details state it as 33miles and 4400’ of
ascent, but measuring it on Tracklogs it’s more like
31miles and 5300’ of ascent. The name also changed
from the Haworth Hobble to the Wuthering Hike and
then sometimes back to the Hobble, or as the
organiser likes to call it, the Hobblihike.

ing the post rather than racing at the time.
Climbing away from Tod up to Lumbutts and then
Stoodley Pike is where people generally slow up. Sure
enough, I plodded steadily up the field towards Lumbutts, but a jam doughnut at the checkpoint there
helped in the push up to Stoodley Pike. Chris Mawdsley was at Lumbutts having unfortunately had to drop
out.
Then down to Hebden Bridge. I don’t think I am alone
in finding the descent on the road into Hebden more
painful than any of the ascents. But Annie was waiting
in town with an assortment of food and drink. It was a
boost to see her and I stormed up from there to Heptonstall, remembering how she had set a serious pace
up there two years ago (the teams we passed on that
occasion had all looked at us in amazement, as I explained that the pace was all Anne’s and I was just trying to keep up!)
I think I had said a few paragraphs back what a help it
is to do a race in your home area so that you always
know where you’re going… So anyway I couldn’t remember where to go from Heptonstall and ended up in
some allotments. As I started to head off down a completely wrong path, a local gardener told me that he
hadn’t seen any other runners coming down there and
I backtracked up to rejoin the correct route.

By now, I was closer to the front of the race than I’d
ever been before. It was noticeable that the runners
I’d never been under 5 hours, and I was hoping to get were well spaced out (physically rather than mentally,
close to 5 hours this year, though anything up to 5:30
in most cases) by this point. Still I reeled in and overwould have been fine. Or just to finish, if I’m brutally
took a few more people on the way to Haworth, includhonest, having not done that distance for a good while. ing Andy Shaw and Julian Rank of Holmfirth, who had
always been ahead of me in past races.
Setting off and maintaining a steady pace is the key I
reckon, that and treating the race as a series of shorter Annoyingly, right at the end I made an even worse missections – only thinking about the next short-term des- take than in Heptonstall. In 2008 I had not been sure of
tination: Top Withens, Widdop Reservoir, Long Cause- the way across Penistone country park and had led
way, Todmorden road, Stoodley Pike, Hebden Bridge, Anne on a slightly longer route than necessary. Since
this allowed Chris Preston to get past us and finish just
Heptonstall, Top O’ Stairs, Finish! It’s a big help, psychologically as much as anything, to do a race like this ahead, I had been in the doghouse for a period after
in your home area so that you know where you are and that. This time I knew the way across Penistone, but I
couldn’t remember the way to get from there to the
can envisage where you’re going next.
finish in Haworth. I ended up at the bottom of town and
Starting steadily did mean I had to get past the group
heading towards Keighley before I realised where I
of walkers who had opted to start near the front and
was and climbed back up to the finish. As I went past
string themselves across the road virtually arm-in-arm, Andy Shaw and Julian Rank for a second time they
but once I was away from their glares as I forced my
scowled at me – they’d followed me down to the botway through I could trot at my own pace.
tom of town but had realised the mistake before I had
and turned up to the finish before I did.
Those first targets came and went, as I gradually
passed people. Top Withens, on the way to which
The mistake cost me a couple of minutes and meant
there was a guy throwing up, having drunk too much
that one pair I’d overtaken finished ahead of me, but I
water before the start he said (though for me it’s gener- was amazed to have finished so high up the field: 16th
ally Sambuca that has that effect) and Widdop Reser- in the results (though it’s really 19th finisher since 3 of
voir. After Widdop I ran alongside Mike Nelson from my those ahead were teams of two). I had been aiming for
old club Macclesfield Harriers. Despite running solo,
getting close to 5 hours, but had finished in 4:46 – one
you always meet people to chat to on these long
of my best race results ever!
events. When I had to stop for a call of nature on the
way down towards Tod, Mike went ahead and that was Simon Bourne had finished 12 minutes ahead of me,
with the winner (Adam Perry from Penning) taking
the last I saw of him. I did meet a fellow CVFR runner
shortly afterwards – Alex Whittem. I overtook him and 4:18. Linda Murgatroyd, with Emma Gregory were first
ladies team. Jason and Jo did well too, finishing as
sped away after exchanging a few words of encoursecond mixed pair.
agement. Yes, you read that correctly, I left Alex trailA challenging, friendly event that I’d encourage all
ing in my wake. Who’s the daddy?!! …Admittedly
though, that might have been because he was deliver- CVFRites to have a go at. Just not in Walshes.
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Noonstone by James Mosley
The great and the good of British Fell running were present for this year’s Noon Stone fell race, ably promoted
as usual by Todmorden Harriers. Jebb, Holmes,
Taggart, Hope, Bailey, Godsman – all the big names
were there in pursuit of early season points in this
newly appointed British Championship race.
As such, a field of over four hundred was attracted to
the nether regions of Calder Valley to tackle one of the
toughest races around. The February weather was perfect fell running fare: cold, wet and miserable. The gruelling course takes in a steep initial climb up Heeley Hill
and onto Bald Scout Hill, but then the elevation gain is
immediately given back via a treacherous muddy descent onto London Road.
From our vantage point at Stoodley Pike it was fascinating to see the short work the elite group at the head
of the field made of the arduous climb up to Stoodley
Pike, which took them about five minutes by our
watches - amazing stuff. Calder Valley were well represented with last year's winner Shaun Godsman right up
there, and James Logue, Gav Mulholland and supervet Steve Smithies also going at a fair clip. After passing the famous Pike, the field kicked on down towards
Withens Clough and then over the back towards the
sombre, brooding Higher House Moor.
This dank and desolate moor adds a touch of gloom to
the race and can often derail many a good run, and is
where the race can get interesting, especially in cold
misty conditions, where sound navigation is needed.
I’m informed that several of the top men did indeed get
lost and lose valuable time, Ian Holmes included. (note
I resisted the temptation refer to him as ‘evergreen’ )
This splendid course also allows the onlooker some
excellent viewing points and a quick dash across to
Coldwell Spring allows you to see the field make the
last hairy descent down Coldwell Hill, under the Noon
Stone rock that gives the race its name. As a hush descended one could hear the leaders approaching in the
distance.
However, leading the field wasn't one of the aforementioned big names but new kid on the block Matthew
Speake, a rising star of Dark Peak. Locked in a battle
royal with fellow Dark Peaker, Lloyd Taggart, they descended as if their backsides were on fire. Speake was
slightly ahead and skipping across the sodden turf like
a pond skater, but disaster struck when Speake took a
tumble in one of the many trap-door bogs on this part
of the course. Miraculously, like a Weeble, he wobbled
but he didn’t fall down, took a head first forward roll and
somehow righted himself back to his feet all in one motion.
But Taggart had edged by and was now in the lead,
with only a few hundred yards to go. Amazingly,
Speake found the extra gas needed to reel him back in
and just beat his fellow brown-vest in a thrilling sprint
finish. Rob Hope came in third and special mention
must go to Shaun Godsman who finished in a superb
tenth place, beating his winning time from last year,
thus demonstrating the quality on the field on show.
Steve Oldfield came in 50th to be leading CVFR M50
and Sally Newman continued her superb recent form
with a brilliant run to be first CVFR lady home. Like
Speake, she also came down Heeley Hill like a scolded
cat and blazed across the finish line. As usual, the runners and riders retired to the Top Brink and the post
mortems began.
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Midgeley Moor I
What a marvellous day! It was fantastic to see so many
red and white vests streaming down the finish field,
and chatting in the field and the cricket club after the
race. Calder Valley really took the race by storm this
year. Forty nine members turned out to dominate the
event. Ben Mounsey was in front from the start, leading
the men’s team to the men’s prizes, whilst Jo Waites
cruised to victory in the women’s individual and team
categories. Steve Oldfield, who has won the race many
times, now dominates the veteran categories, and Ann
Johnson had an easy win in the women’s vets. Well
done everybody, and thanks for turning up. Thanks as
well to all the helpers, particularly Jane Frechette, who
could not be there on the day but did all the work organising prior to the event. And of course thank you to
the landowners for their continuing cooperation and
support that allows us to run the race.
Rod Sutcliffe
Midgeley Moor II
Expert emberton took me out on a recce on the wed
before the race only to discover the moor littered with
cvfrs (Alex W and the Murgatroyd crew). On reflection
of this recce 2 things came to mind... 1) not keen on the
bloody legs syndrome and that embers kept sending me
on the duff lines and kept the best for himself (race paranoia). On race day I was greeted at booth by the usual
smell of wintergreen and big smiles of all the crew. Must
mention thirza was therewithout her race vest (maybe in
prp for have a go night???). The field at the start was
oozing fell runner as millions/ one hundred and twenty
something warmed up. I managed to follow the top 3
(including Ben and Alex) for all of 30 secs. After the
steep start it was brownhill - crow hill via the bloody
heather (ah for the pasture). Up and over with
flashbacks of crow hill reverse race and then relief to
pick up the trod to sheepstone trod. I was just settling
into a breathing pattern on the trail to dimmin dale when
out pops wily old oldfield closely followed by a dark
peaker, fromthe nether regions of the moor. I was
forced into gears that did not exist to get back to
5th........only for Steve O to do the same trick a 2nd time
on the return to Brownhill. More blood more guts in
mouth and then the kamkazee finish and game
over. Once recoverd it was a great spot to watch the
field return. Next year shin guards????
great crac back at the club with yummy comfort food and
friendly faces and lashings of beer and choc prizes for
nearly everyone!
Thanks to Rob and the crew and google earth too.
Gav
Baby news
Hi everyone, just to let you all know that both me and
Helen are now the proud parents of a second baby girl!
Erin Charlotte Gray was born last Wednesday by 'c' section weighing 8lbs 2oz. Both Helen and Erin are doing
very well!... with the expert care and attention of big sister Sadie and Dad.
Hope to see you all soon (when we emerge out of the
baby bubble)
Karl

1

Ben Mounsey

2

Alex Whittam

M

00:39:40

5

Gavin Mulholland

M

00:41:23

6

Steve Oldfield

MV50

00:41:26

8

Jason Stevens

MV40

00:42:47

9

Adam Breaks

M

00:42:49

11

Steve Smithies

MV40

00:43:26

12

Alex Bowden

M

00:43:38

14

Jonathan Emberton

MV45

00:44:43

15

Andy Fleet

M

00:45:06

19

James Williams

M

00:45:40

20

Jo Waites

F

00:45:41

22

Alistair Morris

M

00:45:57

24

Lee Shimwell

M

00:46:32

26

Bill Johnson

MV40

00:47:00

27

Andy Clarke

MV45

00:47:20

31

Steve Hunter

MV40

00:48:57

34

Ann Johnson

FV45

00:49:32

36

Tim Brooks

MV40

00:49:50

38

Phil Scarf

MV45

00:51:16

40

Chris Godridge

M

00:51:36

43

Brian Horsley

MV60

00:52:36

49

Mike Wardle

MV50

00:53:28

50

MV40

00:53:31

51

Graham Dyson
Tom
McClellandThomas

U18

00:53:41

54

Nick Murphy

MV50

00:53:53

56

Martin Whitehead

MV50

00:54:04

59

Lance Parker

M

00:54:20

60

Claire Hanson

F

00:54:32

62

Graham Lloyd

MV45

00:54:47

64

Darren Le Talbot

M

00:55:20

67

Tony Steward

MV55

00:56:11

70

Joanna Porter

F

00:56:45

71

Jo Buckley

F

00:56:51

72

Barbara Lonsdale

F

00:57:13

73

Jason Robinson

M

00:57:27

75

Sharon Godsman

F

00:57:37

82

Jackie Scarf

FV45

00:59:33

83

Andy Thorpe

MV40

00:59:56

84

Philip Jones

MV50

01:00:02

85

Thirza Hyde

FV50

01:00:23

86

Malcolm Coles

MV65

01:00:36

87

Gillian Wibsey

FV40

01:00:55

89

Mick Banks

MV55

01:01:37

96

Clare Fothergill

F

01:02:58

101

John Riley

MV55

01:03:45

103

Kirsten Airlie

F

01:05:04

108

Helen Wilkinson

F

01:10:06

111

Carolyn Shimwell

F

01:15:11

116

Kay Pierce

FV60

01:18:01
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Midgeley Moor III
A Sea of Red of White….
…. Is what greeted Rod and the marshals at this
years Midgley Moor Fell race at the end of
March. This was a club championship race and
out of a field of 118 runners 49 were from Calder Valley. With it’s steep up hill “no warm
up” start the runners head up and over Midgley
Moor to Crow Hill, Sheepstone Trig, Luddenden Valley, then back up to Ferney Lee and
then whatever the best you think it is back to
Booth Cricket Club. It always makes an interesting race as route choice can be key to success here. This years winner our own Bullet
Boy Mounsey did a fair few reccie runs over
the route to get the best lines. On Friday before
the race Graham Dyson spotted a runner with a
very odd running style heading over the moors
and he looked to be leaning over to his left …
did he have a long and a very short leg, had he
hurt himself and was struggling with pain in his
leg … or was he carrying something far too
heavy ... surely not his grub for the reccie
run!!!! On closer inspection Graham watched
as the runner stopped, arms outstretched like in
semaphore, eyeing up the good lines then he
placed a sheep’s feeding bucket that he had
been carrying on the right trod!!!! But hey
guess what the farmer must have need the
bucket that night for feeding his sheep elsewhere!!! Lucky for Ben he still remembered the
right route and came out the winner with Alex
Whittem close, very close on his heels. Steve
Oldfield knows this route like the back of his
hand and his record is still intact. Great to see a
return to the club of Alex Bowden who was a
previous junior winner back in the late 80s.
Have a look at Rampage Nov 1987 Issue 4 on
our website and read all about him. Jo Waites
had a great run but like Ben managed to fall
over onto her knee. There was many bleeding
legs with the heather and rocky route. Fantastic
weather for the presentation ended a great day
out for the club with us scooping up almost all
the prizes. Well done all and fantastic to see so
many of us out that day. Thirza

www.cvfr.co.uk
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One year on…
(and a message to all newbies)
This time last year, I was about to take
my first ever running steps. Always a
keen walker, but never introduced to the
concept of fell running. After two weeks
I could just about trot out a mile without
stopping. One of the Toddie fell runners
suggested that I pop down to one of the
club runs and give it a go. I was a wee
bit nervous to say the least…pack run
with ‘real’ runners?? …to my surprise,
there were others running at a similar
speed. This was to be the beginning of
a bug that was to bite and bite hard.

Soon after I discovered the bunny runs. A three mile
race around the quarries at Penistone Hill, open to all
ages and a cream egg at registration. What a buzz it
turned out to be! I can still remember seeing some
familiar faces from the club and thinking “there’s
someone I recognise to follow” how naive! I lost them in
the first few minutes, and I gasped my way around to
the finish, joining the masses in the pub afterwards for
more chocolate and rehydration…I liking this racing
thing ☺
I kept up with the pack runs and meet some lovely
people (one in particular ☺) who gave me some great
tips. I was encouraged to enter races and joined in on
Lakes trips away. But in these early days the ultimate
inspiring race, the race that left me knowing this was a
sport I would embrace, was the Anniversary Waltz. I
had never seen anything like it before; I stood watching
hundreds of people toil up towards the ascent of
Robinson, following the Newlands Valley Horseshoe
and later blood, sweat and smiles on the faces of those
who came flying down off High Spy and on to Catbells
where I stood watching in amazement. I can recall
chatting to people later, asking how many years it
would be to be able to take part in something like that?
I never imagined I would have put in an entry for the
following year, and with it being just one week away,
the butterflies have already started!

The words “just enjoy it” were muttered to me on the
start line, my face must have worn the fear! Still I came
back in ok time, walking (aka crawling) the ups and
giving it all I had on the descents.
From this I was introduced to Shropshire races,
Richards’s home turf. I have had a go at both the
Cardington Cracker and the Long Mynd Valleys. The
Valleys was my first race in CVFR colours, and it was a
tough little number. Just when I felt like I had nothing
left for the last climb, Richard suggested I could
complete in sub 3 “if I really wanted it”…it seems a little
‘motivational’ speak helps ☺
Since then I’ve done a few more races and plenty of
LDWA challenge events, including my first 50miler last
month. This was the first time I had done this kind of
distance and the first time at having to navigate in the
dark. It was a fantastic day out and a sprint finish
meant I came back first lady and a qualifier for the main
event I’m training for, the Heart of Scotland 100 in May.
I’m also looking forward to my first Mountain Marathon
this summer and the opportunity to really test my
downhill skills at Ben Nevis!

I guess my message is for the newbies who might be
thinking about giving it go. Joining CVFR has certainly
helped me. I remember turning up at MCC at the
beginning of this year with that same nervous feeling
that they would all be fasties I just couldn’t hang on to!
By May I had discovered the LDWA, how addictive their I was pleasantly surprised when I got a ‘meet and greet’
reception from Thirza who teamed me up with some of
events have become! A mix of long distance walkers
the girls. Yes, it is fair to say Jo P and Claire H are
and runners, perfect for training and the more I train,
much faster than me, but they led me around and
the further I get, and I do find myself growing in
confidence.
waited patiently so I could catch up. I primarily moved
to CVFR to push myself on, and this has certainly been
In November I decided that it was time to give a Lakes the case!
race ago, and opted for Dunnerdale. I was still very
nervous, this was stepping well and truly out of my
My stamina is improving and I think it’s fair to say I’m
comfort zone, but as ever Richard was there to
getting a wee bit faster. I’ve met some great people
encourage and support me. I remember looking
and made some new running buddies to challenge and
around at what seemed to be a group of very fit looking be challenged by. Now the lighter nights have finally
arrived, we’re back out on the fells again…how else
people, ‘proper fell runners’, and wondered what on
earth I was doing there?!
would you spend your evening?
Kirsten Airlie
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Simon Bourne on form at the 36m Calderdale Hike Sat. 10th April. He went on to come 4th in 5:50.
Other CVFR runners were Tim Hayles, 41st in 7.11 a very creditable performance for his first ultra distance run, and
Clare Kenny 7.49 (nightmare run!).
Jackie and Barbara had a nice girlie chat for 5.5hrs whilst ‘trotting round’ the 27m route and achieving joint 2nd place.

John Riley at Alphin Pike - see page 20

Editor in action—before sore toes!
www.cvfr.co.uk
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Bits and bats

Ireland race report

Just reminding folk that there is training on a Sat morn
meeting at MCC at 9.15. The sessions are run by at
least two Level 2 coaches and are very much about
coaching. We have had a number of seniors come along
and give it a go who have enjoyed it. Once you get your
head round the fact that you are going to get your ass
whooped by our juniors you can relax and get into it. Its
open to all so why not give it a try.
Al Whitelaw

The junior section of the club continues to grow and
thrive and will be getting particularly busy now the
better weather is here as the hard core of runners who
turn up whatever the heavens can throw at them will be
once again joined by their fair weather compatriots. The
simple fact is, that leaves us with a supervisional
nightmare with often over 60 kids to look after and get
back to anxious parents in the one piece they gave them
to us in.

Calder Valley Fell Runners were in action at Saturday’s
“Silent Valley Race” in the rugged Mourne Mountains of
Northern Ireland. The race was the first of this year’s
four races that comprise the British Fell Running
Championships and a strong field comprising some of
the very best runners from each of the home nations set
out to compete in one of the toughest ten mile courses
that they are likely to encounter. With many of the
ascents too steep to run and many of the descents
littered with underfoot hazards it was the runners from
the Lake District and Northern Ireland that really
excelled, although once again the Calder ladies proved
to be an irresistible force.

First for the men was Andy Symonds of Kendal, son of
the fell running legend Hugh Symonds, who managed to
shake off Borrowdale’s top man Morgan Donnelly on the
final descent to snatch victory by just twenty
seconds. Third to finish was current British champion
Rob Hope, who led the race at many points but just
faded towards the end. Donnelly led his team to a
comfortable team win with five Borrowdale men making
So this is a plea as stated, we are looking for more
the top twenty. Calder’s Shaun Godsman had a great
people to come along and help on a Tues evening from run to finish inside the top twenty, but the finest individual
5.30 to about 6.45. The senior membership is growing performance from the Calder men was by Gavin
so I am hopeful that the ever increasing pool will throw Mulholland. The Irish man showed real guile to establish
himself amongst the fell running elite just two minutes
up a few willing helpers who are up for a bit of fun.
adrift of Godsman in 24th place. Ben Mounsey, James
Don’t worry if you have no experience of "working"
Logue and Steve Smithies were good enough on the day
with kids often they have no experience of "working"
to secure the team a fifth place.

with adults so that makes it about even and there will
always be a number of qualified coaches there so its
really about assisting them to make the sessions run
smoothly. There will be opportunities to pursue
coaching qualifications as well if you wish. So anyone
is welcome to help out unless your bail conditions
specifically state that you are not to go within
200metres of a school

The current British ladies champion Pippa Maddams of
Keswick started the defense of her title with a fine win,
although she was only a minute clear of current fell
running sensation Lauren Jeska of Todmorden, who
looks set to push Maddams all the way if she performs
like she did on Saturday. Also going well was Calder’s
own Helen Fines, who reveled in the technical descents
to start her British campaign with a superb third
place. With Jo Waites finishing sixth the Calder
Please get back to me if you are interested or just pop
supporters assembled at the finish line waited anxiously
along on a Tues and experience the organised mayhem as three of Dark Peak’s top ladies crossed the finish
first hand.
line. It was down to Helen Lambert who ran a brilliant
race to finish as third Calder counter and ensure the
We really do need to get a few more helpers otherwise ladies team success, with the Derbyshire club relegated
to second place. Lambert missed much of last year
we are going to have to start turning kids away and in
through injury, so this was a terrific performance on such
this day and age of small screen so called entertainment a beast of a course.

that would never do.

Al Whitelaw

[CVFR Results: Shaun Godsman – 1:56:41; Gavin
Mulholland – 1:58:53; Ben Mounsey – 2:00:20; James
Logue – 2:04:21; Stephen Smithies – 2:08:23; Jason
Well done to Rod and John as first vets and 3rd overall Stevens – 2:10:10; Helen Fines – 2:12:22; Johnny Moore
– 2:15:54; Jo Waites – 2:16:57; Dave Austin – 2:24:46;
on the long score.
Mark Goldie – 2:26:58; Paul Biddulph – 2:27:58; Helen
Lambert – 2:40:11; Brian Horsley – 2:44:55; Linda
Murgatroyd – 2:58:10; Thirza Hyde – 3:04:01; Joanna
Rossendale Way in a day
Porter – 3:11:30]
03/07/10. There’s a full route and a short route. The
details can be found on www.rpmrt.org.uk. I
Jason Stevens
It's not a race but there’s pie and peas at the end.

The Highlander

www.cvfr.co.uk
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Chew Valley Skyline – Then & Now
I had a look in my old training logs and was surprised to find
it was 24 years since my first attempt. In 1986 the winter was
particularly harsh, rather like this year, and conditions were
thought to be too bad for the race to go ahead. The organiser,
Frank Sykes was not hearing any of it and decided there
would be no change to the route regardless of what felt like
arctic conditions.
I hadn’t done many long fell races at this time, and certainly
not in this sort of weather, so really I wasn’t as prepared as I
should have been. Anyway off we went, it was tough and it
was cold, a wind chill factor of -20°C we were told later.
After the Ashway Stone we took the original route (this
year’s was changed slightly) in a direct line for the Chew
Reservoir. I was just following the crowd and was surprised
when I realised we were approaching the reservoir about
halfway along its northern edge rather than crossing the embankment.
The water was frozen solid and covered in snow and we just
went straight across and headed for the trig at Featherbed
Moss. Its frightening to think about it now, we must have
been crazy. I saw it frozen again this year for the first time
since, but nobody was trying that route. In fact it crossed my
mind that the route change, which made us approach the reservoir from the western, embankment side, may have been
done to prevent anyone attempting that mad route choice.
It was a great experience that first year and it was partly instrumental getting me hooked on fell racing, and of course it
was later that year that Calder Valley Fell Runners was
formed and soon my orienteering days were numbered. Much
as I loved orienteering, events clashed and I chose fell races
more and more.

(there is an excellent article on this event in the June 2000
Fell Runner by our own Allan Greenwood). I was sorry not
to be able to compete that year which made it all the more
important to run this years race, the first one since then. I
now need to keep up the training so I can do it again in 2020.
This year the weather was fantastic, almost like a summers
day. Colder of course but the sun was bright, the sky was
blue and you could see for miles. There was still quite a bit of
snow about on the high ground to make the going more interesting. Most of the moor top gullies were full of frozen snow
which sometimes was hard enough to support you, sometimes you sank through it.
I was aiming for about a 3 hour time based on previous times,
extended to allow for lack of recent training and increased
age. Obviously I am either less fit or older than I thought (or
both), as I only managed 3:30:10. I had been going fairly
well over the first half of the race but it didn’t help that regardless of the excellent visibility I made a navigational error
between the Chew reservoir and Featherbed Moss trig.
I was so far down the field that I had no-one to follow so was
relying on memory to find the gully which leads off the path
up to the trig. I eventually had to get my map out to correct
my error. I think I was fooled by the snow filled gullies and
went too far along the path and had to cut back across the
moor wasting a good 10 minutes and a lot of energy. Then it
seemed like an eternity trudging along the flat moor to Alphin Pike. I ran a bit, I walked a bit, I ran a bit more. It
seemed to take forever.

Finally I was approaching the cairn and was greeted by our
young clubmate Turbo Tom. He borrowed my camera and
kindly took a shot of me posing by the the Alphin trig, and
we chatted about the club’s night score event which was being held the following Tuesday. I couldn’t imagine being at
There were quite a few runners there that day who became
Calder Valley members. There was Jeff Winder, Gary Webb, that event or any other for a while as I was absolutely knackRichard Crossland, Brian Horsley, Dave Gilyeat, Dave Yates, ered.
Graeme Woodward and myself. There was also a Rochdale
My memory let me down again as I thought that once I had
Harriers runner, Dave Beels, who eventually saw the light
reached Alphin the worst was over. Unfortunately it all came
and came to Calder. I was talking to Dave recently and he
back
to me. The initial extreme descent through the rocks and
also confessed to running across the reservoir.
heather was bad enough, although I did pass a few people at
this stage, but the long drag along the final tracks with slight
I had managed a time of just under three hours which I was
climbs here and there was a nightmare. I just wanted to go
happy with as the winner Brent Brindle did about 2:14. I
speeded it up a bit over the following years managing to keep downhill and finish as soon as possible before either I collapsed or the people I had passed came past me again.
under 2:30 but the conditions were a bit better, usually wet
and boggy with a bit of mist and rain thrown in.
Eventually I was going down the final lane to the finish, and
The sheer numbers of competitors (377 starters in 1986) on
it was all over. What a fantastic race, roll on 2020. Rather
the peat moors began to cause erosion problems and the race like my entry in my 1986 training diary “Polar conditions –
seemed doomed. However, organiser Frank and the Saddle- Enjoyed it & the free meal”, I was ready for my cheese and
worth club decided to try a different approach and devised
potato life saver and the most welcome cup of tea for a very
the New Chew. This was an orienteering type score event
long time.
which was not an erosion problem and proved very popular
with runners. I did a few during the 1990’s.
After what I thought at the time was a chat to a few CVFR
runners, which was probably meaningless drivel as my brain
The original race and the New Chew were always brilliantly had gone completely, I had a quick change and set off on the
organised by Frank and his team. Like many others I had
marathon trek from the race HQ at the Dovestones Sailing
become a bit of a regular and we got to know Frank. He
Club to the official car park a mile away down in Greenfield.
treated us more like friends than mere competitors. It was a
It was a good warm up before the race but now it just seemed
sad day in 1999 when he passed away. Now we can say hello cruel. Never mind at least the parking was free.
to him as we pass the trig at Broadstone Hill (checkpoint 2 of
the race), now shown on the OS maps as Sykes Pillar. It has a All in all it was a great day, it brought back some fond
commemorative plaque in his memory.
memories, and I got some club championship points as well!!
After several years of the new event Saddleworth Runners
put on the original race again in 2000 in memory of Frank

John Riley (99th out of 118)
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